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SEOUL, March 25 (Xinhua) -- World leaders are gathering in Seoul for the Nuclear Security Summit due to open on Monday with
one common goal in mind: Preventing nuclear terrorist attacks, something none of them has ever experienced.

Though never successfully pulled off, the threat of nuclear terrorist attacks is on the rise and more than 50 heads of state attending the
summit are increasingly aware of the need to strengthen the global nuclear security regime.
To be held in South Korea, with a nuclear-armed neighbor north of the border and a country ravaged by the tsunami-triggered

nuclear crisis to its east, the two-day summit is a sequel to the 2010 forum where U.S. President Barak Obama set the goal of
securing the world's loose nuclear materials by 2014.
Protecting vulnerable nuclear materials scattered around the world is an emerging security concern in the aftermath of the Cold War

era, where nuclear deterrence and nonproliferation dominated the security agenda.
Non-state actors such as terrorists are turning their attention to 1,600 tons of highly enriched uranium and 500 tons of plutonium
stored worldwide, which can produce some 126,500 nuclear weapons, experts say.

Adding to the concern are more than 2,000 reported cases of illegal trafficking, theft or loss of nuclear and radiological materials from
1993 to 2011, 60 percent of which have not been recovered, as shown in data gathered by the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA).

The 2010 U.S. Nuclear Posture Review and National Security Strategy defined nuclear terrorism as the greatest and most urgent
threat facing the United States.
"It is important to recognize that even small amounts of ( nuclear) material in any country, if not adequately protected, are a danger,"

Kenneth Luongo, head of the U.S.-based Partnership for Global Security, said at a recent symposium in Seoul.
Once acquired by determined and capable terrorists, potential impacts of nuclear terrorism will be global in scope.
"A single act of nuclear terrorism can potentially kill a countless number of people and cause irrevocable damage," Professor Jun
Bong-geun at the Korea National Diplomatic Academy said in a recent interview. "There is a need for international efforts to prevent
nuclear terrorism, and the Nuclear Security Summit is part of the efforts."

Seoul's foreign ministry has vowed the country, as a responsible non-nuclear weapon state, will strive to lead efforts to translate the
political will expressed at the Washington summit into action.
The Seoul communique, to be adopted on Tuesday, is expected to reaffirm the international commitments to minimizing the use of
highly-enriched uranium and plutonium and expand discussions on nuclear safety in the context of nuclear security following the
nuclear crisis in Japan.  
The Seoul communique will build on the Washington communique, the more detailed Work Plan and individual commitments from 47

countries that joined the inaugural 2010 forum.
The 47 countries have completed 80 percent of their pledges including domestic legislation and participation in global nuclear security
forums. While the achievements represent progress, some experts say it is "not an unqualified success."
"Most of the pledges required minimal action on the part of the state and often reaffirmed initiatives already underway," Miles
Pomper, a senior research associate at the James Martin Center for Nonproliferation Studies, said at a symposium earlier this week.
"States were able to set their own standards as to what constituted progress."

Still, world leaders collectively expressing their commitment at the highest level is meaningful in itself, others say.
"While various existing nuclear security regulations and the Seoul communique will be non-binding, verbal and written pledges made
by heads of state will help better implement the agreements," Professor Jun said.
Beyond its implications for global nuclear security, the Seoul summit is also a warning to nuclear states that are absent from the
summit, he added.
While it does not deal with state actors, the summit itself will be a warning message to wayward states, experts say.

"Discarding or minimizing the use of highly enriched uranium and plutonium and measures to prevent illegal transfer of nuclear
materials are on the agenda," Professor Jun said.
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